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We have started a Five-Stage Call for 
Actions

• “Dynamics of Global Mobility: Opportunities and Challenges of European Scientific Diasporas”

1. Survey 

• 8th September 2021
• Austria, France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, and Canada

2. Strategy Session (State of the Art) Call to Action for the European Scientific Diaspora Leaders   

• 10th November 2021
• Croatia, Ireland, France, Spain, Canada, Turkey, and Italy

3. Participatory Focus Group 1 

• 18 November 2021
• France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Moldova, Austria, Slovenia, Sweden, Poland

4. Participatory Focus Group 2

• European Scientific Diasporas in Synergy: Strengthening Researcher Networks through Interaction and Collaboration

5. Seventh Annual Meeting of the European Scientific Diasporas in North America



1-SURVEY

Dynamics of Global 
Mobility: 
Opportunities and 
Challenges of 
European Scientific 
Diasporas

• Aims to 
• provide information on the challenges and opportunities of European 

talent in different parts of the world where EURAXESS Worldwide has 
hubs 

• Investigate the willingness and ideas of European researchers on how  to 
get more connected with the other European scientific networks

• Prepared in a participatory way
• A digital tool
• Provides data on the expectations and concerns of European scientific diaspora 

members
• Reflects researcher’s perspectives – from the EU member countries and 

associated countries

We hope that the collected information from this study can support policymakers 
in their future agenda settings

We hope to get as many participants as possible, so the results will be 
representative. We encourage you to take the survey and also disseminate 
it in your networks. 

The link for the survey:
https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/worldwide/north-america/survey-dynamics-
global-mobility

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/worldwide/north-america/survey-dynamics-global-mobility


2-STRATEGY 
SESSION 1:  
STATE OF THE 
ART

Call to Action for 
the European 
Scientific Diaspora 
Leaders  

8th  September 2021

• It was the first part of our community building process to
warm up the scientific diaspora community 

and 
• We discussed the themes of our 7th annual meeting - selected 

the possible topics in a participatory way 



PARTICIPATORY 
FOCUS GROUPS

(STRATEGY 
SESSIONS 2 & 3)

In the lead-up to our Annual Meeting of the European Scientific Diasporas in 
North America, we invited diaspora leaders and embassy representatives for 
an open dialogue to get their feedback on their members' challenges and  
needs as well as to hear about their expectations from policymakers

GroupMap, an interactive brainstorming platform, was used

Qualitative aspect of the survey--We asked similar questions extrapolated 
from the survey

Diaspora leaders or representatives know the realities or current challenges 
of their members. We aimed to motivate and engage them into a future 
vision



•Focus Group 1

• Focus Group 2 

PARTICIPATOR
Y FOCUS 
GROUPS

(STRATEGY 
SESSIONS 2 & 
3)



Strategy Session 1
September 8th, 2021



Strategy Session 2 / Focus Group 1
Wednesday, November 10th, 2021



Strategy Session 3 / Focus Group 2
Thursday, November 18th, 2021



Reflections from the 
participatory focus 
groups 



1. What are your 
members’ main 
challenges and/or 
needs while they 
are working or 
living in the US 
and/or Canada?

Challenges Needs
Difficult and very complex Green Card
and Visa options and applications

Networking
Connecting with compatriots
(nationals)

Cultural differences More funding for our research
Recognition of their professional
experiences

Information and guidance

Complexity and heterogeneity in
federal and state rules

Mentoring

Lack of guidance on housing,
paperwork, visa, taxes, etc.

Getting involved with other diaspora
networks

Less knowledge on career
development opportunities

Career path information and
connections to research landscape

Challenge for finding jobs due to the
pandemic conditions

Connection with other postdocs and
early career researchers

Few opportunities to stay connected
to home country

Connecting the groups and to find
common projects (TEAM UP)



2. What are the 
contributions 
and/or benefits of 
engaging with a 
diaspora group for 
your members’ 
personal and 
career 
development?

Networking 
Peer Support 
Sharing resources and job opportunities
Access to a support system, other opportunities
An outlet to share their own news and information
Bringing together community around shared interests
Keeping in touch with thought-leaders at home
Learn from others’ experiences (failures and success)
Collaboration, build community to address the cultural differences
Promoting successful stories publicly
Connection to potential employers in home country through annual 
meetings and other resources

Exchanging best practices with other researchers about career planning steps
Expand professional collaborations, experiences, and networking
Help with settling in when you are new in the country
Connect with people outside their immediate professional sphere to talk
about their work and challenges they face at work and daily life

Mentorship program for young researchers

Good Examples:
German diaspora has an annual meeting
Sweden offers mentorship program



3. How can the 
EU further 
facilitate the 
European 
scientific 
diaspora to get 
more involved?

Better advertisement of job opportunities, especially for postdocs

Organize an annual meeting for scientific diasporas- online and (hopefully) 
in person
Funding for subscription to online platforms (Zoom, Slack, etc.)

Organize or support workshops/tutorials on how to best build a diaspora

Management support for the diaspora leaders

Open to collaboration with non-profit organizations on R&D and 
innovation
Funding opportunities for travelling to initiate collaborations

EU-funded events to support networking of different diaspora group.

Trainings for board members or leaders (workshops, training sessions, 
coaching)
Connecting diaspora with researcher market

Facilitate discussion and networking between different diasporas

The establishment of a European body/institution to connect/oversee of 
European diasporas around the world



4. How can your 
home country 
further facilitate 
your scientific 
diaspora in the 
US and/or 
Canada?

More funding, help advertise, and reach more scientists
Better and closer collaboration with embassies/consulates

-Involve more the community through Embassy or Consulates.    
-Extend the permanence of Science Attaché
-They can organize virtual/online events highlighting our achievements
-Contact with cultural affairs staff members and science attaches at embassies 

and consulates

Collaborating with the Science Institutions (ex: TUBITAK)
Creating dedicated committee(s) to reach out to all different diaspora organizations 
and create a strategy to engage them

Advertising the existence of a diaspora network that can help and support
To develop a platform for scientific diaspora where different specialists can 
communicate and bring new ideas

Supporting diaspora platforms all over the world (and, also for those interested in 
scientific opportunities in my home country)

Establishment of systemic solutions for connecting the state with the diaspora and 
supporting non-governmental organizations that take care of connecting the 
diaspora
Launching more initiatives focused on supporting individual researchers. Current
practices are targeting companies/institutions



5. What can the 
U.S. and or 
Canada do to 
retain 
researchers 
from the 
scientific 
diasporas?

Visa

More room in H-1B outside academia

Sponsor more visa

Simplified/clearer visa process 

More visa options/flexibility outside of academia

Make easier permanent residency

More funding opportunities for international students/researchers, especially 
for non-academic careers

What can EURAXESS do to support researcher careers long-term after having 
worked in the

Officially recognize professional experience outside Canada & the U.S.

Make the path between legal statuses easier and more accessible



6. How does 
engaging with 
other diaspora 
networks enhance 
the career 
development of 
your members?

Building community, networking
More co-organized events/workshops
Sharing ideas between board members of different diasporas can improve the 
support of the diasporas

Sharing job opportunities or explain how to get a position in a specific country

Knowing what other diasporas do
Amplifying our outreach and attracting new members
Learning from each other experience
Developing possible scientific collaborations--More opportunities for 
collaborations
Creating joint events/activities (Sweden's example of a common-interest 
webinar on U.S. visa information)

Helping researchers find new collaboration opportunities outside of their own 
diaspora network

Finding new interdisciplinary projects and collaborations
More cultural exchange between diasporas could benefit all researchers, both 
professionally and personally



7. What actions, ideas 
or models can be 
initiated to help you 
connect more with 
other European 
scientific diasporas 
and improve 
communication 
between diaspora 
networks?

Creating social media platforms (LinkedIn groups, Slack channels, etc.)

Organizing joint virtual meetings/workshops/networking events/conferences

Have full-time positions to support the diasporas

Getting involved with EURAXESS North America

Training for core staff, building connections with embassies /missions, providing 
support for co-hosting events

Creating mailing lists that reach out to the community quickly and effectively

Create a list of international organizations sorted by countries and available for 
diaspora members.

Organizing career development events together, newsletter with local information

Setting a hub as a platform with all interested diasporas

Joint forum where we can post questions and learn from other people’s experiences

Creating a platform that makes the existing networks visible and accessible 

Creating a common platform for communications between diasporas

Regular online meetings and joint in-person events (even less formal),

Systematic promotion of cooperation between diasporas by the EU



Our 
Takeaways…

Researchers want more funding opportunities, smooth, 
clear and easy pathways to residency permits, and 
variety of programs or platforms enabling researchers to 
develop their careers during their stay in the host 
country. Also

• Networking
• Mentoring
• TEAM UP-- more collaboration- more interdisciplinary 

research



For the Policy 
Makers

• International mobility of talent in STI is of growing 
importance
• Talent is important in the creation and diffusion of 

knowledge
• The scale and complexity are increasing
• International mobility patterns differ substantially 

across countries
• Mobility and funding opportunities are growing

• Migration of talent has been playing an important role in 
governments' policies, but

• Scientific diasporas should also be part of their 
migration policies and a part of their science 
diplomacy mechanisms or tools

• Both receiving and hosting countries should not delay 
policy reforms to ensure that these scientists and 
engineers have better career prospects and quality of 
life



And • We know that we cannot propose one recipe to 
address all these challenges and needs. 

• As EURAXESS North America
• We want to create a snowball effect by 

connecting peers, help creating  common 
platforms, and strengthen scientific diaspora 
networks



European 
Scientific 
Diasporas    

EURAXESS | AM ESD 2021 

Self-presentation Biographies



I introduce myself: Name and Diaspora group (Country)

Who am I, brief bio and something about 
me.

What I am looking for and would like to 
achieve for my diaspora network 
(expectations, desires)

What I can contribute with my 
experience to address the challenges of 
the European Scientific Diasporas?

Add your picture, 
if you want

MASTER COPY: DUPLICATE THIS EMPTY MASTER SLIDE AND ADD YOUR 

INFORMATION 

(then remove this yellow banner from your copy). Thank you! 

Self presentation biography: Who am I? What I do? What are my expectations? 

This is optional but nice to have for all of the participants so fill it in only if you want and have time!

CONTACT INFO (optional): Leave your esmail address here if you want to make it available to other diaspora leaders.



Name of the Scientific Diaspora Group/Network 

Contact person(s) (name and email):

- ...

Status: (ie. governmental, nonprofit, informal group, academic)

Number of members:

The size of my organisation in terms of full-time staff/volunteers:

- ...

Main communication Channels

- Email and Website:

- Social Media Accounts (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc):

- …

- ...

- Newsletters or other membership:

- …[Content, schedule, and frequency]

- ...

Aims of the organisation:

- ...

A short History: [When it started and who initiated it]

- ...

Main focus of our organisation (integration, development, etc.)

- ...

Main target group:

- ...

How do we fund our organisation/activities? (Fee-based, local authorities, 
national authorities, your country of origin, private sponsors, etc.): 

- ...

If you want to share more information about your diaspora network. please 
write below

- ...

Add your logo 
of your org., if 

you want

MASTER COPY: DUPLICATE THIS EMPTY MASTER SLIDE AND ADD 

YOUR INFORMATION 

(then remove this yellow banner from your copy). Thank you! 

Diaspora descriptionis is nice to have for all of the diasporas!

To fill in the Diaspora form, check if there is already one done, if not, copy the blank template in the second page 

(right click, duplicate) and insert the contents (stay in one page)



STARS Network (Swedish Trans-Atlantic Researchers and Scholars Network

Contact person(s) (name and email):

- Sofia Sedergren-Booker, President

sofia@starsnetwork.org

Status: informal group

Number of members: ~ 200

The size of my organisation in terms of full-time staff/volunteers:

- 1 volunteer (+ sporadic support from STARS members)

Main communication Channels

- Email: sofia@starsnetwork.org

- Website: starsnetwork.org

- Social Media Accounts (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc):

- LinkedIn

- Twitter

- Newsletters or other membership:

- Monthly newsletter for members

- STARS Membership: 
http://starsnetwork.squarespace.com/membership

Aims of the organisation:

- Promote networking and the exchange of knowledge between Swedish 
researchers in North America.

- Support academic and research exchanges between Sweden and North America 
by providing information to students and researchers. 

A short History: [When it started and who initiated it]

- Founded 2019 by Sofia Sedergren-Booker in collaboration with EURAXESS North 
America. 

Main focus of our organisation (integration, development, etc.)

- Provide networking and professional development opportunities for academics, 
entrepreneurs, scientists, and students in North America with an interest in or 
connection to Sweden.

Main target group:

- Swedes in North America, people in Sweden interested in research opportunities 
to North America, and people in North America interested in research 
opportunities in Sweden.

How do we fund our organisation/activities? (Fee-based, local authorities, 
national authorities, your country of origin, private sponsors, etc.): 

- Currently without funding

mailto:sofia@starsnetwork.org
mailto:sofia@starsnetwork.org
http://www.starsnetwork.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/starsnetwork/
https://twitter.com/STARSNetwork46
http://starsnetwork.squarespace.com/membership


I introduce myself: Sofia Sedergren-Booker, STARS Network (Sweden)

Who am I, brief bio and something about 
me.

My name is Sofia Sedergren-Booker and I 
am the founder and president of STARS 
Network (Swedish Trans-Atlantic 
Researchers and Scholars Network). 

I moved to the US in 2014 and have since 
completed both my undergraduate and 
graduate degree in Political Science. 

I live in Brooklyn, NY and am currently 
working as Research Associate for the 
Narratives Project where I apply my 
interest in narrative formation to study 
political polarization.

What I am looking for and would like to 
achieve for my diaspora network 
(expectations, desires)

Grow our membership numbers so that 
we can create more partnerships with 
Swedish universities to promote 
research exchanges between North 
America and the United States at both 
the student and professor level. 

I would also like to devise a way to make 
STARS financially sustainable without 
introducing membership fees and would 
be interested in learning more about this 
from my diaspora colleagues. 

What I can contribute with my 
experience to address the challenges of 
the European Scientific Diasporas?

I am always happy to share my 
experiences from founding a new 
diaspora network and explore areas of 
collaboration to grow the camaraderie 
between different diaspora groups.

CONTACT INFO: sofia@starsnetwork.org

mailto:sofia@starsnetwork.org


ECUSA (Spain)

Contact person(s) (name and email):

- Alma Perez, secretary@ecusa.es

- Judit Jimenez, president@ecusa.es

Status: non profit,501(c)(3) Organization

Number of members: More than 1000

5 chapters, NY, Boston, DC, Midwest, California and Texas

The size of my organisation in terms of full-time staff/volunteers:

- 65

Main communication Channels

- Email and Website: www.ecusa.es

- Social Media Accounts (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc):

https://es.linkedin.com/company/espanoles-cientificos-en-usa
https://twitter.com/comunidadECUSA
https://www.facebook.com/comunidad.ecusa/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClcOxcgbuKKfu74k4CkfxSg
https://www.instagram.com/comunidadecusa/

- Newsletters or other membership:

- Monthly newsletter for associate and Full members

Aims of the organisation:

- ECUSA aims to educate, inspire, and train the new generations of 
scientists and researchers while helping them to expand a contacts 
network, increasing their professional opportunities, and supporting 
their mobility and integration in local US communities.

A short History: [When it started and who initiated it]

- Españoles Científicos en USA (ECUSA) is a non-profit organization for 
STEM professionals working in the USA with an affinity for Spain. It was 
founded in 2014 by volunteers to promote and communicate the science 
and technology developed by their professional members.

Main focus of our organisation (integration, development, etc.)

- Four main programs: 1. Career development, 2. Education & Public 
Outreach, 3. Science communication and visibility of Spanish scientists, 4. 
MECUSA, women in science.

- We are creating a new program Science Policy, Advocacy and Diplomacy 
group

Main target group:

- Science and technology professionals based in the USA

How do we fund our organisation/activities? (Fee-based, local authorities, 
national authorities, your country of origin, private sponsors, etc.): 

- We receive funding from public Spanish institutions (national and local 
government) and Spanish foundations.

mailto:secretary@ecusa.es
https://es.linkedin.com/company/espanoles-cientificos-en-usa
https://twitter.com/comunidadECUSA
https://www.facebook.com/comunidad.ecusa/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClcOxcgbuKKfu74k4CkfxSg
https://www.instagram.com/comunidadecusa/


TASSA (Turkey) 

Operating as a non-profit, apolitical, and secular scientific and scholarly 
organization 
Contact person(s) (name and email):

- Candan Tamerler ctamerler@gmail.com, President 
Dilekboyacioglu@gmail.com, Vice President, Executive Board

Status: (ie. governmental, nonprofit, informal group, academic)

Number of members: 5000

The size of my organisation in terms of full-time staff/volunteers:

- Voluntary basis  

Main communication Channels

- Email and Website: tassausa.org

- Social Media Accounts (Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc):

- …

- ...

- Newsletters or other membership:

The Bridge newsletter twice a year (only for members)

- Institutional Memberships

Aims of the organisation:

- Contributing to the social welfare and  the industrial development in the 
USA  and Turkey  through education and science. 

- Promoting educational and scientific cooperation between
the USA and Turkey. 

- Facilitating communication and interaction among Turkish
scientists and scholars in all disciplines. 

- Disseminating information on the scholarly work and achievements of 
Turkish scientists and  scholars. 

- Cultivating the next generation of scientists and scholars. 

A short History: [When it started and who initiated it]

- Founded in 2004 based in Washington DC.

Main focus of our organisation (integration, development, etc.)

Biannual Conferences, Web page, Newsletter, Publications, Other activities 
promoting scholarly contributions and exchanging between the scientific 
communities in the US and Turkey.

Main target group:

- Scientists and Scholars

How do we fund our organisation/activities? Membership fees, Congresses-
Institutional Memberships

mailto:ctamerler@gmail.com
mailto:Dilekboyacioglu@gmail.com


Research and Innovation Network Austria (RINA)
Johannes Aigner, Executive Director

I currently serve as Executive Director of 
the Office of Science and Technology 
Austria (OSTA) at the Austrian Embassy in 
Washington, DC.

In that role, I focus on interdisciplinary 
program management and development 
and implementation of strategic 
initiatives.

A medical doctor by training, I researched 
infectious diseases focusing on 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing. I 
am also a trained lawyer specializing in 
European and International Law.

What I am looking for and would like to 
achieve through my diaspora network. 

The RINA network not only operates as a 
professional tool for knowledge 
exchange and collaborative projects, but 
it also functions as an expat group for 
Austrian scientists. 

Networking is ranked as particularly 
important among our members and our 
events allow Austrian researchers to 
reach across the 
academic/nonprofit/for-profit divide to 
internationalize Austrian RTI 
development. 

What I can contribute with my 
experience to address the challenges of 
the European Scientific Diasporas?

In detailing the strengths and 
weaknesses each of the European 
Scientific Diasporas face, our collective 
networks can benefit and learn from one 
another. RINA prides itself on being a 
space to share news in RTI, professional 
development, networking opportunities, 
and our annual flagship conference. 

CONTACT INFO: office@ostaustria.org | rina@ostaustria.org

mailto:office@ostaustria.org
mailto:rina@ostaustria.org


I introduce myself: Pauline Charbogne, D-Fi USA (France)

My name is Pauline Charbogne. I am one 
of the co-founders of D-Fi USA (Docteurs 
français a l’international) and am based in 
New Haven, CT.

I came to the US for a postdoc 5 years 
ago, and have been working in different 
states since - in academia and non profit 
organizations. I’m currently managing 
director of a neuroscience institute at 
Yale University.

What I am looking for and would like to 
achieve for my diaspora network.

Our goal is to build a community. We 
would like to support all French PhDs in 
the US and provide a platform for them 
to build connections, exchange ideas, 
collaborate, and find peer support. We 
are currently focusing on highlighting the 
diverse career paths available to PhDs (in 
France & in the US) and organizing 
career development initiatives. I’m 
looking forward to learning from other 
groups and hope to collaborate with 
many.

What I can contribute with my 
experience to address the challenges of 
the European Scientific Diasporas?

As part of a newer diaspora, I hope I can 
help others by sharing the roadblocks we 
have encountered so far, and how we 
have overcome (or will!) them.

CONTACT INFO: info.d.fi.usa@gmail.com or pauline.charbogne@gmail.com

mailto:info.d.fi.usa@gmail.com
mailto:pauline.charbogne@gmail.com


I introduce myself: Christos Lisgaras, Hellenic Bioscientific Association 
of the USA - HBA (USA)
I am Christos Lisgaras, Postdoctoral 
Fellow in Neuroscience at NYU Langone 
Health and Vice-President of the HBA-
USA. I first joined HBA-USA as a member 
when I was a student in Greece in 2018 
and was elected Vice-President in 2020. 

My role in HBA-USA is focused on 
Scholarships and overall management of 
social media and local events. As a 
volunteer at HBA-USA I have been 
involved in the Mentoring Program as a 
leader and NY-based networking events.  

What I am looking for and would like to 
achieve for my diaspora network

We seek to:

● Expand our collaborations with 
other Diaspora Organisations 
that share common goals

● Facilitate scientific mobility 
across NA 

● Promote scientific opportunities 
and collaborations

● Build collaborative online events
● Feedback from other 

organisations on successful / 
challenging programs

What I can contribute with my 
experience to address the challenges of 
the European Scientific Diasporas?

I have been involved in various programs 
and international organisations and can 
advice in strategic planning and 
communication. 

Add your picture, 
if you want

CONTACT INFO: christos.lisgaras@nyulangone.org

mailto:christos.lisgaras@nyulangone.org


THANK YOU!

Dr. Derya Buyuktanir Karacan

drbuyuktanir@gmail.com
derya.buyuktanir@euraxess.net

https://www.linkedin.com/in/derya-buyuktanir-
karacan-097b601b/

mailto:drbuyuktanir@gmail.com

